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raining for?
Senior ELT teachers and managers, and anyone who has to observe ELT lessons
and give feedback. The workshop assumes the participant has at least 3 years
teaching experience and a higher teaching qualification.
It is appropriate for both private language schools and higher-education sector ELT teachers and
managers.

ow is the workshop delivered?
This is an interactive workshop which is delivered through varied activities and
followed up with a supportive blog.
Presentation
Video observations of ELT classes
Group work

Dates & venue

hy do this workshop?
The observation of teaching and learning is an integral part of a teacher’s
development and a cornerstone of the educational quality cycle both in
private and public sector. It is vital to get this process right for the teacher, the
manager and the school, so that it's meaningful and constructive.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10th & 11th JANUARY 2020
St. George’s School of English, Revenue Chambers,
58C Chapel Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 1BG
£120

This workshop demystifies the theoretical process, offers practical advice, tips and information
and gives senior ELT teachers a highly useful framework for every stage of a formal lesson
observation.

hat are the aims?
This is a two-day practical workshop in developing skills for ELT lesson
observation, assessment and feedback skills. Skills covered are:
Setting up a formal observation
Building & planning teacher success
Giving constructive written & oral feedback
Observations skills:
completing a running commentary
Assessing teacher planning:
looking at lesson plan design and planning of target language
Assessing teacher practice:
deciding what to look for, decoding the class, and determining the teacher’s level
and how to help them develop their skills to next level

Peer feedback practice
Discussion

ho are BLUEBIRD
PART OF EDUVISION
CONSULTANTS LIMITED

?

Bluebird Training offers focused ELT TRAINING
that connects leaders to learning and delivers
teacher development.
Eduvision Consultants Limited are a south coast
UK registered company with a global reach.

The training session is led by Jeanette Barsdell and Katie D. Hewitt.
Jeanette has immense experience as a teacher trainer and author of ELT Lesson
Observation and Feedback Handbook.
Katie has global ELT management experience in the public and private sectors and
has led national teacher development strategies.

ontact us
katiehewitt@edu-vision.org
+44 786329 9330
Skype: EduVision

Training course payment is through PayPal
to Katharine Danvers danversk@gmail.com

